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Abstract
Bertolini–Darmon and Mok proved a formula of the second derivative of the two-
variable p-adic L-function of a modular elliptic curve over a totally real field along
the Hida family in terms of the image of a global point by some p-adic logarithm
map. The theory of p-adic indefinite integrals and p-adic multiplicative integrals on
p-adic upper half planes plays an important role in their work. In this paper, we
generalize these integrals for p-adic measures which are not necessarily Z-valued,
and prove a formula of the second derivative of the two-variable p-adic L-function
of an abelian variety of GL(2)-type associated to a Hilbert modular form of weight 2.
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1. Introduction
Bertolini–Darmon and Mok proved a formula of the second derivative of the two-
variable p-adic L-function of a modular elliptic curve over a totally real field along the
Hida family in terms of the image of a global point by some p-adic logarithm map
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 11S40, 11G10, 11F41.
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([3], [14]). In this paper, we generalize their results to abelian varieties of GL(2)-type
associated to Hilbert modular forms of weight 2.
Let F be a totally real field. We assume that an odd prime number p is inert in
F and denote by p the prime of F above p. Let f be a cuspidal Hilbert modular
eigenform of parallel weight 2 over F . We assume that f is a newform of level 00(n)
(here, n is a non-zero ideal of OF ) and the sign  f of the functional equation of the
complex L-function of f is equal to  1. Let Q( f ) be the Hecke fields of f , which
is a finite extension of Q generated by the Fourier coefficients of f .
Let A be an abelian variety of GL(2)-type over F associated to f . We assume
that A has split multiplicative reduction at p (in addition, if [F W Q] is odd, suppose
that A is multiplicative at some prime other than p). We denote by L p(s, k) the two
variable p-adic L-function along the Hida family of f .
Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 4.11).
d2
dk2
L p(k=2, k)




kD2
D l  (logNormAp (P))2(1)
where l 2 Q( f ) and P 2 A(F)

Z
Q is a global point. The map
logNormAp W A(Cp)
Z Q! Cp
is a p-adic logarithm map (see Definition 4.1).
Here, the Hecke character  in Theorem 4.11 is the trivial character.
Let us explain the outline of the proof. Let 8 be an automorphic form on the
multiplicative group of a definite quaternion algebra B=F corresponding to f by the
Jacquet–Langlands correspondence (we can find such a quaternion algebra B by the
assumption of the reduction of the abelian variety A). The key notion for proving the
formula (1) is the notion of indefinite integrals and multiplicative integrals associated
to 8. In fact, we prove the following equalities:
LHS of (1) D (indefinite integral) D (multiplicative integral) D RHS of (1).
The first equality is proved by using an explicit formula of L-values by Gross–
Hatcher and Xue. In the work of Bertolini–Darmon and Mok, multiplicative integrals are
defined only when A is an elliptic curve. We shall modify the definition of multiplica-
tive integrals by following Dasgupta’s method, and prove the second and third equalities.
For the third equality, we use the theory of p-adic uniformization of Shimura curves
by Manin–Drinfeld and Cerednik–Drinfeld (see Sections 2.4 and 4.1). For the second
equality, we shall prove the following generalized formula of p-adic integrals on p-adic
upper half planes H:
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Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 3.35). Let 1, 2 2H( NQp) be NQp-valued points on p-
adic upper half plane. We have:
I
8
(1)   I8(2) D 

((logNormp C2p  0p(0)  ordp)
Z idOQ(8) )


Z
[1] [2]
!

8

,
where I
8
is the indefinite integral (see Section 3.5) and p (resp. an p-adic analytic
function p(s)) is the Hecke eigenvalue of T (p) of 8 (resp. of the Hida family as-
sociated to 8). The symbol R is the multiplicative integral whose integrated values
are in Cp 
Z OQ(8) (see Section 2.2). The map  is a natural multiplication map
Cp 
Z OQ(8) ! Cp (we denote by Q(8) the Hecke field of 8).
When A is an elliptic curve, this formula is proved by Bertolini–Darmon and Mok
([3], [14]). For the proof of Theorem 1.2, see Section 3.5.
I would like to thank Tetsushi Ito for his encouragement and help throughout the
preparation of this paper.
NOTATION 1.3. For a number field (resp. valuation field) L , we denote the ring
of integers of L (resp. valuation ring of L) by OL . We denote an algebraic closure of
L by NL .
Throughout the paper, we fix an odd prime p and a totally real field F . We as-
sume p is inert in F . Let p be a unique prime ideal of OF above p. Let AF be the
adèle ring of F and let AF, f be the ring of finite adèles. Let Cp be the p-adic com-
pletion of NQp. We fix embeddings F ,! NQ and NQ ,! Cp. We denote by ordp, logp
the valuation map and the Iwasawa logarithm map respectively (they are normalized by
ordp(p) D 1 and logp(p) D 0 respectively). We have a canonical decomposition
Q

p  p
Z
 F

p  (1C pZp)
and we denote by h  i the projection Qp ! 1C pZp.
2. Multiplicative integrals on p-adic upper half planes
In the first half of this section, we summarize basics on p-adic measures on pro-
jective lines over non-archimedean local fields. We introduce the Bruhat–Tits tree for
PGL2 and multiplicative integrals following [8]. They play a main role in this paper. In
the second half, following [8], we review the p-adic uniformization theory for Mumford
curves and their Jacobian varieties and define an important invariant, the L-invariants.
In this section, let K be a finite extention of Qp, OK the valuation ring with a
uniformizer K , and kK the residue field. Recall that the p-adic completion of NQp is
denoted by Cp.
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2.1. Basic notions of p-adic measures.
DEFINITION 2.1. The Bruhat–Tits tree TK of PGL2(K ) is a graph whose vertex
is the homothety class of OK -lattices in K  K and two vertices are connected by
an edge if there exist representatives of them such that one contains another and the
quotient is isomorphic to kK . We often identify the TK with a geometrical realization
as a simplicial complex.
We denote by V(TK ) (resp. E(TK )) the set of the vertices (resp. the oriented edges)
of TK . Let v,w 2 V(TK ) be the vertices which are the homothety class of OK OK ,
OK  KOK respectively, and let e 2 E(TK ) be the oriented edge from w to v,
denoted by e D (w, v). For any oriented edge e 2 E(TK ), we denote the vertex of
source (resp. target) by se (resp. te), and we also denote by Ne 2 E(TK ) the oppositely
oriented edge of e.
For an oriented edge e 2 E(TK ), there exists  2 PGL2(K ) such that e D  e.
Then we assign to e an open compact subset OK  P 1(K ) (the action of PGL2(K )
on P 1(K ) is given by the Möbius transformation) and denote it by Ue. Note that Ue is
well-defined and independent of the choice of  . The set {Ue}e2E(T ) is an open basis
of P 1(K ).
DEFINITION 2.2. An end of TK is an equivalence class of sequences {vn}n0 of
distinct vertices such that (vn , vnC1) is an oriented edge for all n. Here, two sequences
{vn}n0 and {wn}n0 equivalent if there exists n0, k 2 Z such that vi D wiCk for all
i  n0.
REMARK 2.3. There is a bijection between the set of ends of TK and P 1(K ) by
the following correspondence:
{vn} 7!
\
n
U(vn ,vnC1).
DEFINITION 2.4. Let H be an abelian group and let S be a non-empty subset
of P 1(K ). An H-valued measure  on S is a map which assigns an element of H to
each open compact subset of S with following two conditions:
1. (U [ V ) D (U )C (V ) for disjoint open compact subsets U, V  S,
2. (S) D 0.
We denote by Meas(S, H ) the space of H-valued measures on S.
We put
ETK WD
M
e
Ze
,
M
e
Z(e C Ne)
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be a quotient of a free abelian group generated by oriented edges in TK and let
VTK WD
M
v2V(TK )
Zv
be a free abelian group generated by vertices in TK . We define a homomorphism Tr by
Tr W VTK ETK
v
X
seDv
e.
 
!
2
2
7!
!
Then we have
Meas(P 1(K ), H ) D Ker(Tr),(2)
where Tr W Hom
Z
(ETK , H ) ! HomZ(VTK , H ) denotes a homomorphism induced by Tr.
DEFINITION 2.5. We define a metric space T by
T WD lim
 !
L=K : fin ext
TL
where, for any finite extensions L 0=L=K , TL ! TL 0 is induced by 
OLOL 0 . We define
sets V(T ) and E(T ) as follows:
V(T ) WD lim
 !
L=K : fin ext
V(TL )  T ,(3)
E(T ) WD
[
L=K : fin ext
E(TL ).(4)
For any two points x , y 2 T , we define a metric dT as follows:
dT (x , y) WD lim
eL=K!1
1
eL=K
#{v 2 V(TL ) j v lies in the path from x to y},
where eL=K is the ramification index of L=K .
REMARK 2.6. If both x , y 2 V(TL ) for some finite extension L=K , the distance
dT (x , y) is a rational number.
REMARK 2.7. As in Definition 2.2, we can similarly define ends in T , which is
a infinitely long path in the sense of the metric dT . There is a similar bijection as in
Remark 2.3 between P 1(Cp) and the set of ends of T .
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From Definition 2.5, we define two abelian groups ET and VT :
ET WD lim
 !
L=K : fin ext
ETL ,
VT WD lim
 !
L=K : fin ext
VTL .
Let H be the p-adic upper half plane, which is a rigid analytic space over F .
For any complete extension F over K inside Cp, the set of F-valued points H(F)
coincides with P 1(F) n P 1(K ). In particular, we have
H(Cp) D P 1(Cp) n P 1(K ).
DEFINITION 2.8. We define the continuous map redK by
redK W H(Cp) TK  T
[ ] x

,
 
!
2
2
7!
!
where, x

is unique element in V(T )\ TK such that {vn}n0 is a representative of the
end corresponding to  satisfying v0 D x and vn  TK for any n > 0. We call redK
the reduction map to K .
There exists a boundary map :
 W ET VT
e D (se, te) te   se,
 
!
2
2
 
!
and we have the following commutative diagram induced by redK :
0 Div0(H(Cp)) Div(H(Cp)) Z 0
0 ET VT Z 0.
 
!
 
!
 
! redK
 
!
 
! redK ((
 
!
 
!
 
!
  
!
 
!
Let H be a finitely generated free abelian group. Then we define an embedding
Hom
Z
(VTK , H ) ,! HomZ(Div(H(Cp)), Q
Z H )
as follows: Let  2 Hom
Z
(VTK , H ),  2 H(Cp) and e be an edge in TK containing
redK ( ). Then we define
([ ]) WD dT (red( ), se)(te)C dT (red( ), te)(se).
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Similarly we define an embedding
Hom
Z
(ETK , H ) ,! HomZ(Div0(H(Cp)), Q
Z H )
as follows: Let  2 Hom
Z
(ETK , H ). Then for any Qe 2 E(T ), if Qe\ TK D ; as sets, we
define  (Qe) D 0. If Qe\ TK ¤ ; as sets, there exists an oriented edge e 2 E(TK ) which
contain Qe as sets and same direction as e. Then we define
(Qe) WD dT (sQe, tQe)(e).
Via the reduction map, we regard  as an element in Hom
Z
(Div0(H(Cp)), Q
Z H ).
2.2. p-adic multiplicative integrals. In this section, we define multiplicative in-
tegrals for H -valued measures on P 1(K ) following [8]. Proposition 2.11 in this section
implies that the multiplicative integrals have more information than usual integrals.
DEFINITION 2.9. Let F=K be a complete extension contained in Cp. Let H be
a finitely generated free abelian group, S be a subset in P 1(K ), d 2 Div0(P 1(F) n S)
a divisor of degree 0, and let  2 Meas(S, H ) be a H -valued additive measure on S.
Then we define:

Z
d
!

WD 
Z
d
fd (t) d(t)
WD lim
kUk!0
Y
U2U
fd (tU )
Z (U ) 2 F 
Z H
where U is an open compact disjoint covering of S, kUk is the supremum of the di-
ameter of U for U 2 U , fd is a rational function on P 1(F) whose divisor is d, and tU
is an element in U .
REMARK 2.10. Because of the properties of  in Definition 2.4, the middle term
of the above formula is independent of the choice of fd . So the definition is well-defined.
If S is invariant under the action of a subgroup 0  PGL2(K ), we define the action of
 2 0 on  2 Meas(S, H ) by
  (U ) D (  1U )
for any open compact subset U  S.
Proposition 2.11. Let H be a finitely generated free abelian group, and let  be an
H-valued measure on P 1(K ). Let ordW Cp ! Q be the valuation such that ord(K ) D 1.
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Then for any 1, 2 2 H(Cp)
(ord

Z
idH )


Z
[1] [2]
!


D ([1]   [2]),
where  is regarded as an element in Hom
Z
(Div0(H(Cp)), H ) as in Section 2.1 (see
the equality (2) and the end of Section 2.1).
Proof. We may assume 1, 2 2 H(L) for some finite extension L=K . We denote
eL=K the ramified index of L=K . By partition the section from 2 to 1 and by re-
placing  with  for suitable  2 PGL2(K ), we may also assume both redK (1) and
redK (2) lie in the edge e.
The elements i have the following expansion:
i D 
 ai
L ui C xi
where u 2 OL such that if ai D 0, the image in kL is not contained in kK , xi 2 OL
and 0  ai < eL=K .
Then we have
ord(x   i ) D
8
<
:
ord(x) (x 2 P 1(K ) nOK ),
 
ai
eL=K
(x 2 OK ).
Thus
ord

x   1
x   2

D
8
<
:
0 (x 2 P 1(K ) nOK ),
a2
eL=K
 
a1
eL=K
(x 2 OK ).
Therefore
(ord

Z
idH )


Z
[1] [2]
!


D

a2
eL=K
 
a1
eL=K

(OK )
but the right hand side is ([1]   [2]).
2.3. The Manin–Drinfeld theorem. Let 0  PGL2(K ) be a discrete finitely
generated subgroup without torsion, and let L
0
be the set of the Q 2 P 1(K ) such that
there exists P 2 P 1(K ) and a sequence {n}n2N  0 consisting of distinct elements
such that n P ! Q (n !1).
DEFINITION 2.12. The Bruhat–Tits tree of 0 is the subtree T
0
 TK defined by
T
0
WD
[
L
0
\Ue¤;
L
0
nUe¤;
e.
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Denote by Meas(L
0
, H )0 the 0-invariant part of Meas(L
0
, H ). Then we have:
Meas(L
0
, H )0 D Ker Hom
Z
(ET
0
, H ) Tr

 ! Hom
Z
(VT
0
, H )0
D Ker
 
Hom
Z
((ET
0
)
0
, H ) Tr

 ! Hom
Z
((VT
0
)
0
, H )
D Hom
Z
(Coker(Tr)
0
, H ),
where (VT
0
)
0
, (ET
0
)
0
are the maximal 0-invariant quotient of VT
0
, ET
0
and they are
equal to the corresponding abelian groups of the graph 0nT
0
.
REMARK 2.13. If  is 0-invariant, 
R
 d ! D 
R
d ! for any  2 0.
It is known that the the quotient 0nT
0
is a finite graph, and Coker(Tr)
0
is iso-
morphic to H 1(0, Z) (see [8], Section 2.3).
We have  2 Meas(L
0
, H 1(0, Z)) corresponding to
idH 1(0,Z) 2 Hom(H 1(0, Z), H 1(0, Z)).
This measure  can be described explicitly: We fix a vertex v 2 T
0
. Let e1, e2, : : : , en
be a set of edges of 0nT
0
(we fix orients of them). For any  2 0, let e

be an
element in ET
0
such that (e

) D  v   v. Write e

D m1e1 C    C mnen and e

WD
m1e

1 C    C mne

n where ej is the dual of e j . Then  is as follows:
(Ue)( ) D e

(e).
Roughly speaking, the value of (Ue)( ) is the number including orient of e lying
in the path from v to  v modulo 0.
Theorem 2.14 (Mumford). Let X be a Mumford curve over K (i.e. stable re-
duction of X contains only rational curves that intersect at normal crossing over kK ).
Then there exists a subgroup 0  PGL2(K ) and an Aut(Cp=K )-equivariant rigid ana-
lytic isomorphism:
X (Cp)  0nH0(Cp).
Moreover 0 is discrete, free of rank g (g is the genus of X ) and unique up to conju-
gation in PGL2(K ).
REMARK 2.15. For the Mumford curves appearing in the p-adic uniformization
of Shimura curves, we have L
0
D P
1(K ).
Let 0 be as in Theorem 2.14. Then H WD Coker(Tr)
0
is finitely generated free abelian
group. Let  be the universal 0-invariant measure in Meas(L
0
, H )0 , corresponding to
id 2 End
Z
(H ).
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At first, we construct a Z-lattice 3 in Cp 
Z H . By the following exact sequence:
0 ! Div0(H0(Cp)) ! Div(H0(Cp)) ! Z! 0,
we have a homomorphism
Æ W H1(0, Z) ! Div0(H0(Cp))0
by the long exact sequence of the group homology (we denote H0(0,  ) by (  )0). Since
there is no stabilizers for an element of H(Cp) (see [9], p. 7, Proposition (1.6.4)), we
see that H1(0, Div(H0(Cp))) D 0. Thus Æ is injective.
On the other hand, the map
Div0(H0(Cp))0 3 d 7! 
Z
d
!

2 C

p 
 H
is a well-defined homomorphism (see Remark 2.13). Therefore we define the lattice
3 by the image of 
R
!

Æ Æ. Now we state the following theorem of Manin–Drinfeld
describing the p-adic uniformization of the Jacobian variety of a Mumford curve.
Theorem 2.16 (Manin–Drinfeld). The morphism
J (X )(Cp) (Cp 
 H )=3
Qx   Qy 
Z
Qx Qy
!

 
!
2
2
7!
!
is an Aut(Cp=K )-equivariant rigid analytic isomorphism.
Proof. See [8], Theorem 2.5.
2.4. L-invariants. In this section, we construct L-invariants associated to a homo-
morphism  W Cp ! Cp following [8]. Then for each , we define a map from J (X )(Cp)
to Hom(Meas(L
0
, Cp)0 , Cp) and determines the value in Cp for a 0-invariant Cp-valued
measure.
We rewrite the statement of Theorem 2.16 as the following exact sequence:
0 H1(0, Z) Cp 
 Coker(Tr)0 J (X )(Cp) 0
0
ab Hom
Z
(0ab, Cp )



0
7! 
Z
 v v
!

( 0)

 
!
 
!
j

 
!

 
!
2
2
7!
!
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Fix a homomorphism  W Cp ! Cp. Let ordW Cp ! Q  Cp be the valuation map
with ord(K ) D 1. From the explicit description of  (see the end of Section 2.1) and
Proposition 2.11, the pairing:
0
ab
 0
ab
Cp
( ,  0) ord


Z
 v v
!

( 0)

 
!
2
2
7!
!
is symmetric and non-degenerate. Therefore the composition of j in the above diagram
and ord

Z
id induces an isomorphism
H1(0, Cp)  ! Cp 
Q Coker(Tr)0 .
The map ( 

Z
id) Æ j induces a similar homomorphism.
DEFINITION 2.17. For any homomorphism  W Cp ! Cp, the L-invariant is a
unique endomorphism:
L

2 End(Cp 
Z Coker(Tr)0)
such that:
( 

Z
id  L

Æ (ord

Z
id)) Æ j D 0.
From the above exact sequence, we define a well-defined homomorphism X :

X
W J (X )(Cp) Cp 
Z Coker(Tr)0  HomZ(Coker(Tr), Cp)
P  

Z
id( QP)  L

Æ (ord

Z
id)( QP),
 
!
2
2
7!
!
where QP is a lift in Cp 
Z Coker(Tr)0 and  means the Cp-linear dual.
The abelian group Hom
Z
(Coker
0
(Tr),Cp) is isomorphic to Meas(L0 ,Cp)0 (see the
equality (5) in Section 2.3). Thus for any P 2 J (X ), X (P) gives values in Cp for each
0-invariant Cp-valued measure.
3. Automorphic forms on definite quaternion algebras and Hida families
3.1. Basic definitions. For any algebraic group G over F , we denote by G(AF )
and G(AF, f ) the AF and AF, f -valued points respectively. For any x 2 G(AF ), we de-
note by x
v
2 G(F
v
) the v-component of x for any place v of F and for any subgroup
H D
Q
H
v
 G(AF ) we denote H v the subset in H which consists of h 2 H such
that h
v
D 1.
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Let F be a totally real field and p the unique prime ideal above the odd prime
number p as in Notation 1.3 Let B be a definite quaternion algebra over F , which
is ramified at all archimedean places. Let n  be the product of the finite prime ideal
where B ramified at. We assume that B is split at p. We denote by OB the group
B(AF, f ), which is the group of finite adèlic points of B.
Let a be a non-zero ideal of OF which is relatively prime to n . For any prime
l, let R(a)l  Bl WD B 
F Fl be as follows:
R(a)l WD
(
the unique maximal order of Bl if l j n ,
an Eichler order of level aOFl if l ­ n .
Let OR(a) WDQl R(a)l  B
AF, f , and R(a) WD B\ OR(a), which is called an Eichler
order of B of level a.
For each prime l ­ n , we fix an isomorphism of Fl-algebras
l W Bl D B 
F Fl

 ! M2(Fl)
(for any ring A, M2(A) is the ring of 22 matrices with entries in A). The map l in-
duces an isomorphism between Bl and GL2(Fl). By exchanging l for its conjugation,
we may assume that the image of R(a)l is

a b
c d

2 M2(OFl ) c  0 mod aOFl

.
DEFINITION 3.1. For any non-zero ideal a of OF which is relatively prime to
n . Then we put:
60(a, n ) WD OR(a),
61(a, n ) WD

u 2 60(a, n ) l(u) 

1 
0 

mod aM2(OFl ) for l ­ n 

,
10(a, n ) WD OR(a),
11(a, n ) WD

x 2 10(a, n ) l(u) 

1 
0 

mod aM2(OFl ) for l ­ n 

.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let 6 be an open compact subgroup of OB and let M be a
Zp-module with p(6p) action. An M-valued automorphic form on OB of level 6 is a
function
8 W
OB ! M
such that
8( bu) D p(up) 1 8(b)
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for all  2 B, b 2 OB, u 2 6. We denote by S(6, M) the space of M-valued auto-
morphic forms on OB of level 6.
REMARK 3.3. Since Bn OB=6 is a finite set, 8 is determined by its values on
a finite set of representatives of the double coset space.
DEFINITION 3.4. For each embedding  W Fp ! NQp, and any n  0, let Symn
be the Cp-vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n in the indeterminates
X

, Y

with coefficients in Cp. We put
Bn WD
O
 W Fp! NQp
Symn .
We define a right action of GL2(Fp) on Bn:
O

P (X

, Y

)j WD
O

P (a X

C bY

, c X

C dY

)
for  D

a b
c d

2 GL2(Fp) and P (X , Y  ) 2 Symn . Then we put
Vn WD HomCp (Bn , Cp)
with the left action of GL2(Fp) induced by Bn . For any k  2, we call S(6, Vk 2) the
space of classical automorphic forms on OB of weight k, and the level 6.
We consider the following action of OF on S(6, Vk) by
z 8(b) WD 8(zb).
This action factors through the infinite idele class group
Z F (6) WD OF=F
C
( OOF \6)p.
We have a natural surjection from Z F (6) to a finite idele class group Cl(6)
Z F (6) ! Cl(6) WD OF=F
C
( OOF \6)
whose kernel is given by the image of OFp \6p in Z F (6).
Let F,cycl be the restriction of the cyclotomic character to Gal( NF=F). By Defin-
itions 3.2 and 3.4, the action of OFp \ 6p is given by multiplying 
k 2
F,cycl(z) for each
z 2 OFp \6p.
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DEFINITION 3.5. For each character  of Cl(6), we define
S(6, Vk , )
WD {8 2 S(6, Vk) j 8(zb) D  k 2F,cycl(z)(z) 18(b) for all z 2 OF, b 2 OB}.
We have a decomposition:
S(6, Vk) D
M

S(6, Vk , ),
where  W Cl(6) ! Cp runs over the characters of Cl(6).
We recall the definition of Hecke operators.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let n  OF be a nonzero prime ideal which is relatively prime
to n . There exist two kinds of operators T (a), T (a, a) for certain non-zero ideals a 
OF acting on the space of automorphic forms. Let (1, 6) D (10, 60) or (11, 61).
• (Definition of T (a)): For any (a, n) D 1, given the right coset decomposition
{x 2 1(n, n ) j NrdB=F (x)OF D a} D
G
i
i6(n, n ).(5)
Let M be a Zp-module as in Definition 3.2 with the action of 1(n, n ) which is com-
patible with that of l(6(n, n )). For any 8 2 S(6(n, n ), M), we define
(T (a)8)(b) WD
X
i
i8(bi ).
• (Definition of T (a, a)): For any (a, nn ) D 1, let a 2 AF, f be an element such that
aOF D a. Let M be a Zp-module as above. For any 8 2 S(6(n, n ), M), we define
(T (a, a)8)(b) WD 8(ba).
REMARK 3.7. When a D p and n is prime to p, th Hecke operator T (p) is de-
scribed explicitly. The right coset decomposition of (5) is given as follows (see [17],
Proposition 3.36):
if 6 D 60,
G
b2OF=p

p b
0 1

60(n, n ) t

1 0
0 p

60(n, n ),(6)
if 6 D 61,
G
c2OF=p

1 0
pc p

61(pn, n ),(7)
where p 2 OFp is a uniformizer.
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3.2. Quaternionic automorphic forms and the Bruhat–Tits tree. Let 6 WD
60(a, n ) for a non-zero ideal a relatively prime to n . By the strong approximation
theorem, the reduced norm map NrdB=F gives a bijection:
NrdB=F W Bn OB=Bp6 ! FCnAF, f = OOF DW ClCF ,
where ClCF is the narrow ideal class group. Note that since we have assumed p is inert
in F , the image of Fp in ClCF is trivial. We have a decomposition
OB D
h
G
iD1
Bxi Bp6,(8)
where h D #ClCF is the narrow class number of F and the elements xi 2 OB satisfies
(xi )p D 1 and the images of x1, : : : , xh by NrdB=F give a set of complete representatives
of the finite group ClCF .
For i D 1, : : : , h, we define
Q
0i D Q0i (a, n ) WD B \ xi OBp6x 1i ,(9)
0i D 0i (a, n ) WD { 2 Q0i j NrdB=F ( ) 2 UF,C},(10)
where UF,C is the set of totally positive units. Using (8), we have a bijection
h
G
iD1
Q
0in OBp =6p

 ! Bn OB=Bp6,(11)
which sends g 2 Q0 jn OBp=6p to x j g.
By (11), an M-valued automorphic form 8 2 S(6, M) (where 6  OB is an open
compact subgroup and M is a Zp-module as in Definition 3.2) can be defined as an
h-tuple of functions 1, : : : ,h on GL2(Fp) by the rule i (g) D 8(xi g) for i D 1, : : : , h.
These functions i satisfy

i ( gu) D u 1i (g)(12)
for  2 Q0i , g 2 GL2(Fp), u 2 6p.
Now we give another description of quaternionic automorphic forms on OB in terms
of latices and the Bruhat–Tits tree. Let 8 2 S(6, M) be an M-valued automorphic form,
and let (1, : : : , h) be an h-tuple attached to 8 as above. There exists a bijection
a W
OBp =6 P(a) WD {(L1, L2) j L1, L2  F2p are lattices s.t. L1=L2  OF=pordp a}
g (g(OFp OFp ), g(OFp  aOFp )).
 
!
1W1
2
2
7!
!
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DEFINITION 3.8. For i D 1, : : : , h and for (L1, L2) 2 P(a) we define
c

i (L1, L2) WD gi (g),
where g(OFp OFp ) D L1 and g(OFp  aOFp ) D L2.
REMARK 3.9. By the formula (12), the function c

i has the following property:
c

i ( L1,  L2) D  c

i (L1, L2)
for all  2 Q0i (a, n ).
3.3. Measure valued automorphic forms. Fix a valuation ring O  Cp finite
flat over Zp containing all conjugates of OF . Let nC be an ideal relatively prime to
pn  and let 6 WD 6(nC, n ) be an open compact subgroup of OB. We denote by Z F,0
the kernel of the homomorphism from Z F (6) to ClF (6). Explicitly, Z F,0 D OFp=c,
where c is the closure of the set of totally positive units of OF in OFp .
We define several rings as follows:
Q
3F WD O[[Z F,0]],
Q
3
Q
WD O[[Zp ]],
3 WD O[[1C Zp]],
3
†
WD CphhT   2ii.
Here, Q3F , Q3Q, 3 are the completed group algebras and 3† is the ring of conver-
gent power series with coefficients in Cp. We regard Q3Q (resp. 3†) as Q3F (resp. 3)-
algebras via the homomorphism of O-algebras induced by the following group homo-
morphisms:
Z F,0 3 x 7! NFp=Qp (x) 2 Zp
(resp. 1C Zp 3 x 7! xT 2 2 3†).
DEFINITION 3.10. For an OFp -lattice L  F2p , the primitive part of L is L n pL
and we denote it by L 0
We define several spaces:
X WD cn(O2Fp )0,
X 0 WD cn(OFp )  pOFp ,
W WD cn(F2p   {(0, 0)}).
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We define the spaces of compactly supported measures on them
D

WD {compactly supported measures on X},
D0

WD {compactly supported measures on X 0},
D WD {compactly supported measures on W}.
Via the zero extension, we have natural inclusions:
D0

 D

 D
For any function f on W , we define an action of  D

a b
c d

2 GL2(Fp) by
f j (x , y) WD f (ax C by, cx C dy).
Then we define the action of GL2(Fp) on D by
Z
S
f d(g  ) WD
Z
g 1(S)
f jg d,
where  2 D, g 2 GL2(Fp) and S a compact subset of W .
DEFINITION 3.11. Let pr W D! D

(resp. pr0 W D! D0

) be a natural projection
via restrictions. We define the action of g 2 10(nC, n ) (resp. 10(pnC, n )) on  2 D
(resp. D0

) by
(g, ) 7! pr(g  )
(resp. (g, ) 7! pr0(g  )).
DEFINITION 3.12. The set of weight characters XF is
XF WD Homcont(Z F,0, Cp).
DEFINITION 3.13. A function f on X is said to be homogeneous with respect
to the weight character  2 XF if
f





c 0
0 c

D (Nc) f
for any c 2 OFp and Nc is an image in Z F,0.
DEFINITION 3.14. For any k  2, We define a weight character Pk by hF,cyclik 2.
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DEFINITION 3.15. We put
Dcycl WD D 

Q
3F
Q
3
Q
,
Dcycl,† WD Dcycl 

Cp O
3
3
†
,
where Cp O
 3 WD Cp[[1 C pZp]]. Similarly we define Dcycl , Dcycl,† , (D0

)cycl and
(D0

)cycl,†.
REMARK 3.16. For  2 Dcycl, we can consider the integration
R f d for only
homogeneous functions: Let  D
Pr
iD1 i 
3F i with  2 D and i 2 Q3Q. Then for
any homogeneous function with the weight character hF,cyclis 2, we define
Z
f d WD
r
X
iD1
hi (s)i
Z
f di ,
where s 7! h(s)i is induced by the composition Zp ! 1C pZp ! 3†. Note that the
definition is well-defined. Similarly, we can define an integral of an element of Dcycl,†
when the s is sufficiently close to 2.
DEFINITION 3.17. For any k  2 and for any  2 Bk , we define the function Q
on W
Q(x , y) WD !F (x)2 k(x , y),
where !F (x) WD F,cycl(x)=hF,cycl(x)i.
REMARK 3.18. This Q is homogeneous with the weight character Pn,v .
DEFINITION 3.19. For any k  2, we define the specialization map to weight
k by
k W D Vk


 7!
Z
X 0
Q(x , y) d(x , y)

.
 
!
2
2
7!
!
The map k is 11(p,n )-equivariant. By the same formula, we define the specialization
map k on Dcycl and on Dcycl,† if k is sufficiently close to 2 p-adically.
REMARK 3.20. If k  2 mod p   1, the specialization map k is 10(p, n )-
equivariant. More precisely, we have
k(u  ) D !2 kF (u)u  k()
for any  2 D

and u 2 60(p, n ).
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This specialization map induces
(k) W S(60(nC, n ), D) ! S(61(pnC, n ), Vk)
(as in Remark 3.20, we can replace the 61 of right hand side with 60 if k  2 mod
p   1).
Similarly we also define specialization maps (n,v) on the spaces S(6(nC,n ),Dcycl )
and on S(6(nC, n ), Dcycl,†

) if k close to 2 p-adically (note that since the set of double
coset Bn OB=6(nC,n ) is finite, the specialization map is defined for all k  2 such that
k is sufficiently close to 2).
By definition, the specialization map commutes with the action of Hecke operators
(in Definition 3.6)
k Æ T (a) D T (a) Æ k ,
k Æ T (b, b) D T (b, b) Æ k
for all nonzero ideals a prime to pn  and b prime to pnCn .
On the other hand, the action of T (p) on S(6(nC, n ), D

) is also transferred to
the action of T (p) on S(6(nC, n ), Vk):
Proposition 3.21. For any k  2, we have
k Æ T (p) D T (p) Æ k .
Proof. This follows from a simple computation by using the formulae (6) and (7)
of Definition 3.6.
3.4. Hida deformation of measure valued forms. In the previous section, we
have defined the specialization maps k . These maps give a p-adic family of quater-
nionic automorphic forms. By Hida’s theory, there exists a p-adic family of Hecke
eigenforms.
Let T be the free polynomial algebra over Z in the symbols {T (a)} for ideals a
such that (a, n ) D 1 and {T (b, b)} for ideals b such that (b, pnCn ) D 1. Then T acts
on the spaces S(60(nC, n ), Dcycl,† ) and S(61(pnC, n ), Vk) as Hecke operators.
We call 8k 2 S(61(pnC, n ), Vk) a Hecke eigenform if it is an eigenvector for the
action of T. When 8k is a Hecke eigenform, we denote by a(a,8k) the eigenvalue for
T (a) for an ideal a is prime to nC. We call 8k is p-ordinary if a(p,8) is a p-adic unit.
Similarly, we call 8
1
2 S(60(nC, n ),Dcycl,† ) a Hecke eigenform if it is an eigen-
vector for the action of T

Z
3
†
, and we denote by a(a, 8
1
)(T ) 2 3† the eigenvalue
of T (a) of 8
1
. We can show that there exists a positive radius such that a(a, 8
1
)(T )
can be defined for all a.
Now we state Hida’s theory of lifting a Hecke eigenform to a p-adic family, in
the style of Greenberg–Stevens in [10].
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Theorem 3.22. Let 8 D 82 2 S(60(pnC, n ), V2) be a p-ordinary Hecke eigen-
form, and new at primes dividing pnC. Then there exists a Hecke eigenform
8
1
2 S(60(nC, n ), Dcycl,†

)
such that 2(81) D 82.
The following natural map:
(13) S(60(nC, n ), D)  ! S(60(pnC, n ), D0

)
is an isomorphism (see [14], Appendix II). Moreover this isomorphism commutes with
the action of Hecke operators T (a) (a is a non-zero ideal relatively prime to n ) and
T (b, b) (b is a non-zero ideal relatively prime to pnCn ). This isomorphism induces
an isomorphism
S(60(nC, n ), Dcycl,†

)  ! S(60(pnC, n ), (D0

)cycl,†).
We denote by N8
1
the image of 8
1
in Theorem 3.22 via the above isomorphism.
3.5. The indefinite integrals. As in Theorem 3.22, let
8 2 S(60(pnC, n ), V2)
be an automorphic form of weight 2, and let
8
1
2 S(60(nC, n ), Dcycl,†

)
be a measure valued form. The forms 8 and 8
1
are Hecke eigenforms. Let (1, : : : ,

h) and (1
1
, : : : , 
h
1
) be h-tuples corresponding to 8 and 8
1
respectively. We de-
note by p and p(s) the eigenvalue of T (p) on 8 and 81 respectively (note that
p(0) D p).
Let Q(8) be the Hecke field of the automorphic form 8, which is a number field
generated over Q by all of the Hecke eigenvalues of 8. We can regard 8 as a Cp-
valued function on a finite set. Recall that we have fixed an embedding NQ ,! Cp
Let N8
1
2 S(60(pnC, n ), (D0

)cycl,†) be the image of 8 by the isomorphism as in
the end of Section 3.4 (which is also a Hecke eigenform) and let ( N1
1
, : : : , N
h
1
) be the
h-tuple corresponding to N8
1
. We regard 8
1
and N8
1
as Dcycl,†-valued functions by
the canonical injection Dcycl,†

,! Dcycl,† and (D0

)cycl,† ,! Dcycl,†

via the zero extension.
Let U be a p-adic neighborhood of 2 such that for k  2 with k 2 U the weight k
specialization 8k of 81 is defined.
Fix a point  2 H( NQp) in the p-adic upper half plane. Let K=Fp be a finite ex-
tension over Fp containing the element  . Then we define a function Fs (x , y) on W:
Fs (x , y) WD hNK=Qp (xp   pyp)i(s 2)=[K WFp].
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Note that this function is defined on an open compact subset of W if s is sufficiently
close to 2. The function Fs does not depend on the choices of K .
DEFINITION 3.23. Let  2H( NQp). We define the functions  

i and N 

i as follows:



i (sI L) WD p(s)  ordp(det( 1nC (L)))c

i (L , L)(Fs ) for L such that (L , L) 2 P(nC),
N



i (sI L1, L2) WD p(s)  ordp(det(
 1
pnC
(L1,L2)))c
N

i (L1, L2)(Fs ) for (L1, L2) 2 P(pnC),
where c

i , c
N

i ,  and P are as in Section 3.2. These functions are defined if s is
sufficiently close to 2 p-adically.
The functions  

i (sI  ) and N 

i (sI  ) are analytic in the variable s. So we can consider
the derivative with respect to s and define new functions on P(nC), P(pnC) as follows:
DEFINITION 3.24. Let  2 H( NQp). We define functions I  and NI  as follows:
I 

i (L) WD
d 

i (sI L)
ds





sD2
for L such that (L , L) 2 P(nC),
NI 

i (L1, L2) WD
d N 

i (L1, L2)
ds





sD2
for (L1, L2) 2 P(pnC).
Lemma 3.25. For  

i ,
N



i , I 

i and NI 

i , we have the following formulae:



i (sI L) D
X
{L 0j(L ,L 0)2P(pnC)}
N



i (sI L , L 0)(14)
D
N



i (sI L , L 0)C N 

i

sI
1
p
L 0, L

for (L , L 0) 2 P(pnC),(15)



i (sI pL) D p(s) 2 

i (sI L),(16)
N



i (sI pL1, pL2) D p(s) 2 N 

i (sI L1, L2),(17)
I 

i (L) D
X
{L 0j(L ,L 0)2P(pnC)}
NI 

i (L , L 0)(18)
D
NI 

i (L , L 0)C NI 

i

1
p
L 0, L

for (L , L 0) 2 P(pnC),(19)
I 

i (pL) D  2p I  (L),(20)
NI 

i (pL1, pL2) D  20p(0) 3p N 

i (0I L1, L2)C  2p NI 

i (L1, L2).(21)
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Proof. The equalities (16), (17) are easily proved by simple computations. For
the equalities (14) and (15), take g 2 GL2(Fp) satisfying g(OFp  OFp ) D L . Then
we have
c

i (L , L)(Fs ) D
Z
X
Fs jg di1(g)
D
Z
pOFpO

Fp
Fs jg di1(g)C
Z
OFpOFp
Fs jg di1(g).
For the first term, let L 0 WD g(pOFp OFp ). Then by definition
Z
pOFpO

Fp
Fs jg di1(g) D c Ni (L , L 0)(Fs ).(22)
For the second term, let 
1
WD
 1 0
0 p

and for any c 2 OFp , let c D
 1 0
pc p

(p
is a uniformizer in OFp ). Then we have
Z
OFpOFp
Fs jg di1(g) D
Z
OFppOFp
Fs jg
 1
1
(
1
 di
1
)(g)
D
X
c2OFp=p
Z
c(OFppOFp )
Fs jg
 1
1
(
1
 di
1
)(g)
D
X
c2OFp=p
Z
OFppOFp
Fs jg
 1
1
c d Ni
1
(g 1
1
c)(23)
D (T (p) Ni
1
)(g 1
1
)(Fs )
D p(s)c N

i
1

1
p
L 0, L

(Fs ).(24)
The equalities (22), (23) imply (14), and the equalities (22), (24) imply (15).
The equalities (18), (19) and (21) easily follows by differentiating (14), (15) and
(17) respectively. For (20), since 8 is a newform,  

i jsD2 D 0 by the formula (14), it
also follows by differentiating the equality (16).
From now on, we assume the following condition:
ASSUMPTION 3.26. 2p D 1.
REMARK 3.27. The above assumption holds if 82 comes from a modular elliptic
curve over F with multiplicative reduction at p.
As in the proof of Lemma 3.25, we have  

i jsD2 D 0. Thus by the assumption (3.26)
and the equality (14), we regard N 

i jsD2 as an element in Meas(P 1(Fp), OQ(8)). By
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definition, N 

i jsD2 does not depend on the choice of  . So we denote it by 

i . Then
the measure 

i is the same as one defined in [3] Section 2.9, namely


i
D proj

(c

i (O2Fp , O2Fp )),(25)
where proj is the following map:
proj W W P 1(Fp)
(x , y) x
y
.
 
!
2
2
7!
!
The function I 

i is a function on the set of vertices in the Bruhat–Tits tree TFp
since we have I 

i (L) D I 

i (pL) by Assumption 3.26 (see the formula (20)). We regard
I 

i as an element in HomZ(Div(H(Cp)), Cp) as in the end of Section 2.1.
DEFINITION 3.28. For any x 2 NQp, we define
logNormp(x) WD
1
[L W Qp]
logp NL=Qp (x),
where L is a finite extension over Qp containing x . Recall that logp W Qp ! Qp is the
Iwasawa logarithm map satisfying logp(p) D 0.
Since 8 is a function on a finite set, the image of 

i is a finitely generated abelian
subgroup of Cp. Thus as in Section 2.2, we consider the multiplicative integral at-
tached to 

i . Then we have the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.29. For x , y 2 H(Cp) and  2 H( NQp), we have
I 

i (x)   I 

i (y) D 2p0p(0)i ([x]   [y])(26)
D 2p0p(0)  

ordp 
Z idO
Q(8)


Z
[x] [y]
!


i

,(27)
where  W Cp 
Z Cp ! Cp is a natural multiplication map.
Proof. The equality (27) follows from Proposition 2.11. For the equality (26),
we may assume redFp(x) and redFp(y) are vertices of TFp . Then it follows from the
formulae (19) and (21).
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Lemma 3.30. For x 2 H(Cp) and 1, 2 2 H( NQp), we have
I 1

i (x)   I 2

i (x) D
Z
P
1(Fp)
logNormp

t   1
t   2

d

i (t)(28)
D 

logNormp 
Z idOQ(8)


Z
[1] [2]
!


i

(29)
where  W Cp 
Z Cp ! Cp is a natural multiplication map.
Proof. The equality (29) follows by definition. For (28), by Lemma 3.29, the
difference I 1   I 2 is a constant function. Thus we may assume redFp (x) is the class
of lattice O2Fp . Then by definition,
I 1

i (x)   I 2

i (x) D
d
ds

1
(1)(F1s   F2s )




sD2
D
Z
X
logNormp

x   1 y
x   2 y

d
1
(1)
D
Z
P
1(Fp)
logNormp

t   1
t   2

d

i (t).
The last equality follows from (25).
DEFINITION 3.31. We define the indefinite integral I

i attached to i as follows:
I

i
W H( NQp) Cp
 I

i ( ) WD I 

i ( ).
 
!
2
2
7!
!
Proposition 3.32. The discrete subgroup Q0i  B acts on the indefinite integral
I

i as follows:
I

i (  ) D   ordp(det( ))p Ii ( )
for any  2 Q0i . In particular, the indefinite integrals are 0i -equivariant.
Proof. We have the following formula
I 

i ( x) D   ordp(det( ))p I 
 1


i (x),
by a simple computation. The assertion of Proposition 3.32 follows from this by putting
x D   1 .
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DEFINITION 3.33. Let 8 be a quaternionic automorphic form satisfying the con-
ditions as in the beginning of this section. We define the indefinite integral I
8
attached
to 8 by
I
8
W
h
M
iD1
Div(0inH( NQp)) Cp
x WD (xi )hiD1 I8(x) WD
h
X
iD1
I

i (xi ).
 
!
2
2
7!
!
Proposition 3.34. Let 8 be a quaternionic automorphic form satisfying the con-
ditions as in the beginning of this section. The indefinite integral attached to 8 respects
the action of Hecke operators. Namely, for all non-zero ideal a, we have
I
8
(T (a)z) D (a, 8)I
8
(z).
Proof. Let a be an ideal in OF prime to n . At first, we explicitly describe the
action of T (a). As in Definition 3.6, we set
{x 2 10(nC, n ) j NrdB=F (x)OF D a} D
G
m
m60(nC, n ),
and as in Section 3.2, we set
OB D
h
G
iD1
Bxi Bp60(nC, n ).
For any xi and m , there exist elements bi,m 2 B, gi,m 2 GL2(Fp), g0i,m 2 60(nC, n )p
and a number 1  li,m  h such that
xim D bi,m xli,m gi,m g0i,m .
We note that there exists i 2 Q0i such that ordp(det(i )) D 1 (see [18], Corollary 5.9).
Then the actions of T (a) on an automorphic form i and an element (zi ) 2
Lh
iD1 Div(0inH( NQp)) are given as follows:
(T (a)i )(g) D
X
m

li,m (gi,m g),(30)
T (a)zi D
X
m
(  vi,mli,m gi,m zi )li,m ,
where vi,m WD ordp(det(gi,m)).
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Now we get back to the proof of Proposition 3.34. We put
z D (zi )hiD1 2
h
M
iD1
Div(0inH( NQp)).
Then we may assume xi is a class of i 2 H( NQp) and redFp(i ) is a class of a lattice
L i 2 P(nC). Take an element g 2 GL2(Fp) satisfying g(O2Fp ) D L i . Then the assertion
follows from the following calculation.
I
8
(T (a)zi )
D
X
m
I

li,m (  vi,mi gi,m zi )
D
Proposition 3.32
X
m

vi,m
p
d
ds
p(s) vi,m(s)  ordp(det(g))
Z
X
F gi,m gs jgi,m g d
li,m
1
(gi,m g)




sD2
D
d
ds
p(s)  ordp(det(g))
Z
X
Fs jg d
X
m

li,m (gi,m g)




sD2
D
(30)
p(a, 8) dds p(s)
  ordp(det(g))
Z
X
Fs jg di (g)




sD2
D p(a, 8)I8(zi ).
Theorem 3.35. As in the beginning of Section 3.5, let 8 be a quaternionic auto-
morphic form satisfying Assumption 3.26. Let (1, : : : , h) be an h-tuple correspond-
ing to 8. Let 

i be the measure attached to i (see the equation (25)). For any
1 D (1,i )hiD1 and 2 D (2,i )hiD1 2
Qh
iD1 H( NQp), we have
I
8
(1)   I8(2)
D 
(
((logNormp C 2p0p(0)  ordp)
Z idOQ(8) )
 h
Y
iD1

Z
[1,i ] [2,i ]
!


i
!)
,
where  W Cp 
Z Cp ! Cp is a natural multiplication map.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemmata 3.29 and 3.30.
4. Main results
4.1. p-adic uniformization of Shimura curves. We use the same notation as
in Section 3. Let F be a totally real field and B a definite quaternion algebra over F
as in Section 3.1. Fix an archimedean place 10 of F . We denote by B the definite
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quaternion algebra over F obtained from B=F by switching the invariants at 10 and
p, namely
inv
10 B D invp B D 0,
invp B D inv10 B D 1=2,
inv
v
B D inv
v
B for any v ¤ 10, p.
We fix an isomorphism B
F (F10 )

 ! M2(R). Let R be an Eichler order of level nC.
By Shimura’s theory, there exists a Shimura curve XB(nC), which is a proper smooth
curve defined over F , whose C-valued points are given by the double coset:
XB(nC)(C) D BnB(AF )= OR  SO2(R),
where OR WD R
OF OOF . Let B
C
be the subgroup of B consisting of elements whose
images by the reduced norm are totally positive elements. We have a double coset
decomposition of the following form:
B(AF, f ) D
h
G
iD1
B
C
yi OR,
where h D #ClCF is the narrow class number of F . We define a subgroup 1i  BC by
1i WD B

C
\ yi ORy 1i .
The set of C-valued points of the Shimura curve XB(nC) can be written as
XB(nC)(C) 
h
G
iD1
1inH,
where H WD {z 2 C j Im(z) > 0} is the Poincaré upper half plane.
We recall the p-adic uniformization of the Shimura curve XB(nC). By the theorem
of Cerednik–Drinfeld (see [2] and [6]), we have a rigid analytic isomorphism
(31) XB(nC)(Cp) D
h
G
iD1
0inH(Cp),
where 0i D 0i (nC, n )  Bp  GL2(Fp) as in (10) of Section 3.2. Let
X i D 0inH(Cp) (i D 1, : : : , h)
be the connected components of XB(nC)(Cp).
Let 8 and h-tuple (1, : : : , h) be automorphic forms as in the beginning of
Section 3.5. Let 

i be the measure attached to i on P 1(Fp) constructed as in (25).
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be the abelian variety of 8-component in
Lh
iD1 J (X i )
Z
Q. Then we define
logNormAp W A(Cp)
Z Q! Cp
by
logNormAp ((Pi )i ) WD
h
X
iD1
logNormX ip (Pi )(i ),
for any (Pi )i 2 A(Cp) 
Z Q 
Lh
iD1 J (X i ) 
Z Q. Here, logNormX ip is constructed in
the end of Section 2.4.
Now we state one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4.2. Let 8, X i and i be as above. Let J (X i ) be the Jacobian variety
of X i . Let A be the abelian variety of 8-component in
Lh
iD1 J (X i ) 
Z Q. Then, for
any P D (Pi )hiD1 2 A(Cp)
Z Q, we have
I
8
 h
X
iD1
QPi
!
D logNormAp (P),
where QPi is a lift of Pi in Div0(X i ).
Proof. Let i be the universal measure associated to X i as in Theorem 2.16. We
have the decomposition into Hecke eigenspaces:
Cp 
Z
 h
M
iD1
Coker(Tr)
0i
!
D
M
j
V j .
Let V0 be an eigenspace corresponding to 8. Put P WD
P
i Pi and QP WD
P
i
QPi . Then
by Theorem 3.35 and as in Section 2.4, we have:
I

i ( QPi )
D 
"
X
i
{logNormp 
Zi C 20(0)(idCp 
Z i ) Æ (ordp 
Zid)}jV0


Z
QPi
!
ii

#
,
logNormX ip (Pi )(i )
D 
"
X
i
{logNormp 
Z i   (idCp 
Z i ) Æ L Æ (ordp 
Z id)}jV0


Z
QPi
!
i

#
,
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where  W Cp 
Z Cp ! Cp is the national multiplication map and L WD LlogNormp is
the L-invariant attached to the homomorphism logNormp. By similar arguments as in
Section 2.4, we have
 20(0)
X
i
(id

Z


i )





V0
D
X
i
(id

Z


i ) Æ LjV0 .
4.2. Heegner points and p-adic integrals. As in Section 4.1, let B be a def-
inite quaternion algebra over F , which is ramified at all archimedean places and the
finite places associated to prime ideals dividing n . Let a be a non-zero ideal of OFp
relatively prime to n  and let R an Eichler order of B of level a.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let K be a quadratic extension over F . An optimal embedding
of level a from K into B is a pair (9, b) 2 HomF-alg(K , B)  ( OB= OR) satisfying
9(OK ) D b ORb 1 \9(K ).
For an optimal embedding (9, b) of level a, we define
Rb WD B \ b ORb 1.
Then Rb is an Eichler order of level a, and 9 gives an embedding of OK into Rb. We
define an action of g 2 OB on an optimal embedding (9, b) by conjugation:
g  (9, b) WD (g9g 1, gb).
We denote by [9, b] the orbit of (9, b) associated with the subgroup B  OB. The
set of the orbits of optimal embeddings of level a is denoted by EmbF (K , B, a). We
also define an action of the ideal class group Pic(OK ) of K by identifying it with
OK=K OOK and for any  2 Pic(OK ) we often denote   [9, b] by [9 , b].
The set EmbF (K , B, a) is described as follows. Let 6 D 60(a, n ). As in Sec-
tion 3.2, there is a bijection
NrdB=F W Bn OB=Bp6
1W1
 ! F
C
nA

F, f = OO

F DW ClF,C.
Then we have a decomposition
(32) OB D
h
G
iD1
Bxi Bp6
where h D #ClCF is the narrow class number of F , the element xi 2 OB satisfies (xi )p D 1
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and the images of x1, : : : , xh by NrdB=F gives a set of complete representatives of the
finite group ClCF . Via the bijection a as in Section 3.2, we have a natural inclusion:
(33) EmbF (K , B, a) ,!
h
G
iD1
Q
0in(HomOF -alg(OK [1=p], Ri [1=p])  P(a)).
We always regard the left hand side as a subset of right hand side. For an element
[9, b] 2 EmbF (K , B, a), if [9, b] belongs to the i-th component, we denote it by
[9i , L i ], which is the class of (9i , L i ) 2 HomOF -alg(OK [1=p], Ri [1=p]).
From now on, we suppose the following three conditions are satisfied:
ASSUMPTION 4.4. 1. All prime ideals q of OK dividing a split in K .
2. All prime ideals q of OK dividing n  are inert in K .
3. The prime ideal p dose not split in K .
REMARK 4.5. The above assumptions 1 and 2 are called the Heegner condition.
Under these two assumptions, an optimal embedding of level a exists. (see [18], The-
orems 3.1 and 3.2).
Fix an isomorphism p W Bp

 ! GL2(Fp). For an optimal embedding (9, b), let 9
be the fixed point of p(9(Kp)) in H( NQp) satisfying:
p(9()) 


 
1

D 


 
1

,
for any  2 Kp.
Let  K W Pic(OK ) ! {1} be an unramified quadratic character over K . Via the
isomorphism (31), let
(i )hiD1 2
h
M
iD1
Div(0inH(Cp))
Z Q
be the element corresponding to the Hodge class  2 Pic(XB)(F) 
Z Q, which has
degree one on each geometric component, and satisfies the relation
T (l) D (NF=Q(l)C 1)
for any prime ideal l of OF prime to pnCn .
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DEFINITION 4.6. For an unramified quadratic character  K W Pic(OK ) ! {1},
we define a point P
 K belonging to
Lh
iD1 J (X i )
Z Q as follows:
P
 K WD
X
2Pic(OK )
 K ()([9 ]i
9

  i
9

).
REMARK 4.7. The image of P
 K by the projection to the 8-part can be described as
(NF=Q(q)C 1   (q, 8)) 1(NF=Q(q)C 1   T (q))
X
2Pic(OK )
 K ()[9 ]i
9

where q is a prime ideal of OF prime to pnCn  satisfying NF=Q(q)C 1 ¤ (q, 8).
REMARK 4.8. When p is inert in K , by the complex multiplication theory, the
point P
 K is global point and belongs to Jacobian
Lh
iD1 J (X i )(K K )
ZQ, where K K
is the quadratic field over K cut out by  K . For details, see [14], Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
DEFINITION 4.9. Denote K D F() where  2 K is the element such that 2 2 F
and is totally negative. The partial p-adic L-function Lp associated to 8 and a class
optimal embedding [9, b] D [9i , L i ] of level nC is defined by
Lp(8, 9, s) WD
8



<



:
hCi  jNrdB=F (xi )jAF, f is=2 9

i (sI L i ) if p is inert in K ,
hCi  jNrdB=F (xi )jAF, f is=2
1
2
( 9

i (sI L i )C  9

i (sI p(9i ())L i ))
if p is ramified in K ,
where Ci D c=
p
jNF=Q( NrdB=F ())jR.
We also define, for any unramified quadratic character  K W Pic(OK ) ! {1},
Lp(8,  K , s) WD
X
2Pic(OK )
 K ()Lp(8, 9 , s).
Proposition 4.10. The following equalities hold:
d
ds
Lp(8,  K , s)




sD0
D I
8
( QP
 K )
D
h
X
iD1
logNormX ip (P K ,i )(i )
where QP
 K is a lift of P K in
Lh
iD1 Div0(0inH( NQp))
Z Q, and P K ,i is the image of
the projection to J (X i ).
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Proof. The first equality follows from the definition of the indefinite integrals and
Proposition 3.34 by using Remark 4.7. The second equality follows from Theorem 4.2.
4.3. p-adic L-functions of Hilbert modular forms. Let A be a modular abelian
variety of GL(2)-type over F which is multiplicative at p (in addition, if [F WQ] is odd,
suppose that A is multiplicative at some prime other than p). Let f be the Hilbert
modular eigenform corresponding to A of weight 2, level n WD pnCn  and trivial char-
acter (here, nC and n  are non-zero ideals prime to p, and n  is a square free ideal
such that #{q W prime dividing n }  [F W Q] mod 2). Let f
1
be the Hida family of f
and we denote by fk , f #k the weight k specialization of f1 and its p-stabilization re-
spectively. Let 8 be a quaternionic automorphic form of weight 2 and level pnC cor-
responding to f by the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence.
We briefly recall the p-adic L-functions and the two-variable p-adic L-functions
of Hilbert modular forms ([7], [14]). We shall explain them in a general situation. Let
g be a cuspidal Hilbert modular eigenform of parallel weight k and ordinary at p, and
let  (resp.  ) be a finite order Hecke character of F unramified outside p and infin-
ite places (resp. at the conductor of g). There exists p-adic L-function L p(s, g,  )
defined on s 2 Zp such that
L p(r, g,  )
D

1  
 !
1 r
F (p)N (p)r 1
1(p, g)

1  
( !1 rF ) 1(p)2(p, g)
N (p)r


L(r, g, ( !1 rF ) 1)
g, ,r
for any r D 1, : : : , k   1. Here, L(s, g,  !1 rF ) is the complex L-function of g,
1(p, g) (resp. 2(p, g)) is the p-adic unit root (resp. p-adic non-unit root) of the Hecke
polynomial
X2   a(p, g)X C pN (p)k 1
with
p D
(
0 pj(the conductor of g),
1 otherwise,
and g, ,r 2 C is a complex number such that
L(m, g, ( !1 rF ) 1)
g, ,r
2
N
Q.
We always regard an element in NQ as in Cp through the fixed embedding NQ ,! Cp.
Note that g, ,r can be described as the product of period of f and some non-zero
constants (see [14], Section 5.1).
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4.4. Proof of the main theorems. Let L p(s, f, ) be the p-adic L-function of f
with  D 1. Clearly, when  (p) D p, we have trivial equality
L p(1, f,  ) D 0,
and we call it exceptional zero.
According to [15], Theorem 6.8, we can construct the two-variable p-adic
L-function L p(s, k,  ) such that
L p(s, m,  ) D L p(s, f #m ,  )
for any m 2 U \Z and m  2 mod 2(p   1), where U 2 Zp is an open neighborhood
of 2.
We prove the main theorem of this paper which is a generalization of the main
results of [3] and [14].
Theorem 4.11. Let  be a quadratic Hecke character of F of conductor prime
to n. We assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
 (p) D p,
( f,  ) D  1,
where p is the Hecke eigenvalue of T (p) and ( f,  ) is the sign of the functional
equation of the complex L-function L(s, f,  ). Let A be the abelian variety of GL(2)-
type associated to f as in beginning of the previous section. Then we have
(1) There exists a global point P
 
2 A(F )

Z
Q and l 2 Q( f ) such that
d2
dk2
L p(k=2, k,  )




kD2
D l  (logNormAp (P ))2,
where F is a quadratic extension corresponding to .
(2) The element P
 
is of infinite order if and only if the derivative of the complex L-
function is nonzero L 0(1, A=F,  ) ¤ 0, where L(s, A=F,  ) is the L-function of A. In
that case,
dim
Q( f )(A(F )
Z Q) D 1.
Proof. We can choose a quadratic Hecke character  0 which is unramified at the
primes dividing n and the conductor is prime to that of  such that
L p(1, 2,  0) 2 Q( f )
and the quadratic extension over F associated with   0 is a CM extension with
p inert.
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By [14], Propositions 5.1 and 5.3, there exists an open neighborhood U 2 Zp and
a p-adic analytic function  on U such that
Lp(8,  K , s)2 D (s C 2)L p((s C 2)=2, s C 2,  )L p((s C 2)=2, s C 2,  0),(34)
(2) 2 Q( f ),
where  K is the Hecke character of K associated with the composition of the fields
F
 
and F
 
0 , which are the quadratic extensions over F associated with  and  0.
Since L p(k=2, k,  ) has trivial zero and ( f,  ) D  1, we see from the functional
equation that the order of vanishing of L p(k=2, k,  ) is at least 2:
L p(1, 2,  ) D L 0p(1, 2 ) D 0.
Thus by calculating the second derivative at s D 0 of (34), we have
2

d
ds
Lp(8,  K , s)




sD0
2
D (2)L p(1, 2,  0) d
2
dk2
L p(k=2, k,  )




kD2
.
Put l WD 2(2) 1 L p(1, 2,  0) 1 2 Q( f ), we have
d2
dk2
L p(k=2, k,  )




kD2
D l

d
ds
Lp(8,  K , s)




sD0
2
.
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.10, the right hand side is equal to
l
 h
X
iD1
logNormX ip (P K ,i )(i )
!2
,
where P
 K is a global point and belongs to the Jacobian
Lh
iD1 J (X i )(K K )
ZQ, where
`
i X i is the Shimura curve as in Section 4.1 (see Remark 4.8).
By [19] and the proof of [14], Corollary 4.2, we have
NP
 K 2 A(F)
Z Q,
where NP
 K is the image of P K by the projection from
Lh
iD1 J (X i )(K K ) to A(K K ).
We have (1) by putting P
 
WD
NP
 K .
For (2), by the results of Zhang ([20]), we have
P
 
is of infinite order , L 0(1, f =K ,  K ) ¤ 0
where L(s, f =K ,  K ) is the Rankin–Selberg convolution L-function of f and  K . On
the other hand, we have
L(s, f =K ,  K ) D L(s, f,  )  L(s, f,  0).
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Thus, by the choice of  and  0, we have
L 0(1, f =K ,  K ) ¤ 0 , L 0(1, f,  ) ¤ 0 , L 0(1, A=F,  ) ¤ 0.
The second equivalence follows from [19], Theorem A. Therefore, we have the first
assertion of (2). The second assertion of (2) is obtained by the theorem of Kolyvagin–
Logachev [13].
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